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Under various assumptions on a weight W2 = exp( - 2Q) supported on IR, and on
a positive function g, we establish the equality

where An(W2g, x) and An(W
2,X) denote the Christoffel functions for the weights

W 2g and ~, respectively. Depending on the smoothness and rate of growth of g,
we establish rates of convergence. The results apply to the weights
Wm(x) = exp( - x m/2), m = 2,4,6, ... . I[) 1988 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let dll(x) be a nonnegative mass distribution on IR with all moments
finite. Let {Pn(dll; x)} be the orthonormal polynomials associated with dll,
so that

m, n = 0, 1, 2, ....
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In the theory of orthogonal polynomials, an important role is played by
the Christoffel functions

/

n-t

An(da,x)=l j~O {p)da;x)}2

=min fCXJ p2(U) da(u)/p2(x),
-CXJ

(l.l )

(1.2)

as is obvious from Freud [4] or Nevai [17]. Here the min is taken over all
polynomials P of degree at most n - 1.

In this note, we take up a thread of Freud [5, 6] and an idea of Nevai
[ 17, Chap. 6] to establish the limit relation

lim An( W2g, X)/A n( W2, x) = g(x),
n - 00

(1.3)

involving the Christoffel functions An ( W2g, x) and An ( W2
, x) associated

with the weights dag(x) = W2(x) g(x) dx and da(x) = W 2(x) dx, respec
tively. Apart from the intrinsic interest of (1.3), it is useful in deducing
properties of the orthonormal polynomials and orthonormal expansions
for W 2g from those of W 2 [17, Chaps. 6 and 8].

Freud's method for estimating Christoffel functions [5,6, 13] consisted
of approximating the weight on one side by polynomials, with equality at
one point. We shall use a refinement of Freud's method in this note to
establish (1.3), assuming gil exists in a suitable interval-see Theorems 1.4
and 1.6. To compensate for this quite severe smoothness restriction on g, its
growth may nevertheless be relatively rapid. By approximating continuous
g by twice differentiable g, we obtain a convergence result without a rate of
convergence- see Corollary 1.5.

As a contrast, we shall also obtain results (Theorem 1.2 and
Corollary 1.3) assuming only continuity of g, and with rates of convergence
involving the local modulus of continuity of g. The underlying feature here
is the sequence of linear operators {Gn(da, f, x)} introduced by Nevai
in [17]. While Nevai considered weights on [-1,1], Knopfmacher [8]
established the convergence of GAW 2

, f, x) and related operators for
weights on the whole real line. As one might' expect, weights on IR
introduce difficulties not encountered for weights on [ -1, 1]. This explains
the severe growth restriction on g in Theorem 1.2.

In order to state our main results, we need some notation. Throughout
C, CI' C2' C3' '" denote positive constants independent of n, x, and u and
(occasionally) independent of all polynomials of degree at most n. The
same symbol does not necessarily indicate the same constant from line to
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line. We use the usual 0, 0, "" notation to compare functions and sequen
ces. Thus, for example, f(x) "" g(x) if for some C 1 and C z,

for the relevant range of x.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), x E IR, where Q is even, and
twice differentiable in (0,00). We say W Z(x)=exp(-2Q(x)) is a regular
weight if it satisfies

(a) Explicit Assumptions

Q(x) > 0 and Q'(x) > 0,

o~ Q"(x1) ~ (1 +C1) Q"(xz),

xQ"(x)/Q'(x) ~ Cz,

Q'(2x)/Q'(x) > 1+ C3 ,

XE (0,00),

XE (0,00),

x large enough.

(1.4 )

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

Associated with Ware the numbers qll' defined to be the positive root of
the equation

(b) Implicit Assumption
There exist C I and Cz such that

IPn(Wz,x)1 W(X)~Clq;l/Z,

n ~ 1. (1.8 )

(1.9 )

The explicit assumptions may be weakened substantially for the required
properties of WZ to hold. Further, (1.7) is implied by the other explicit
assumptions on WZ

• However, for brevity and ease of reference, we retain
all the above restrictions on WZ

• In any event, a proof of (1.9) has been
published only for the weights

m=2,4, 6, ... (1.10)

(Bonan [3], Nevai [19]), though the bound (1.9) is known to be true for
the slightly more general weight W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), Q(x) a polynomial of
even degree with positive leading coefficient.

Of course (1.4) to (1.7) are valid for W~(x) = exp( -!Ixl~), (J. ~ 2, and one
expects that (1.9) will ultimately be proved for W~(x), any (J. > 1. The only
explicit assumption that is not satisfied by W~(x), 1 < (J. < 2, is (1.5), but
this can be dropped for the required properties of WZ to hold (Levin and
Lubinsky [9, 10]). In summary, at present only the weights (1.10) are
known to be regular, but ultimately our results should apply to W~(x), all
(J. > 1.
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Let f(u) be a function bounded near rx E IR. The local modulus of con
tinuity of f near x is

wAf; t:) = sup{ If(x) - f(y)l: yE [x -t:, X+ t:J}, t: > 0,

while if f is uniformly continuous in IR, we set

w(f; t:) = sup{ If(x) - f(y)l: Iy- xl ~ t:, x, Y E IR}, t: > O.

THEOREM 1.2. Let W2(x) be a regular weight. Let g be positive,
measurable, and finite valued in IR, and assume there exists (J E [0, 2J such
that

sup{lg(x)-g(t)I/lx-tlfJ:lx-tl~l,x,tEIR}<oo (1.11)

and

sup{lg-1(x)- g 1(t)I/lx- tl fJ : Ix- tl ~ 1, x, tE IR} < 00. (1.12)

For n= 1, 2, 3, ..., let

and assume

= log n,

{J < 1,

{J = 1,

(J> 1, (1.13)

lim Tnqn/n=O.
n -. x.:

Then there exists C1 > 0 such that uniformly for Ix I< C I qn'

(1.14)

An(W2g, X)/(An(W2
, x) g(x))

= 1+ 0 ((qn/n) {Tn(g(X) + r l(X))

+r (g l(X) wAg; v) + g(x) wAg-I; v)) v- 2 dV}). (1.15)
qn/n

In particular, uniformly in any compact interval in which g is continuous,

lim An(W2g, x)/An(W2
, x) = g(x).

n.- tX)

Note that if (J < 2, we have

so that (1.14) is immediate. The case {J = 0 is of special interest:

(1.16)
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let g and g - 1 be positive, continuous, and bounded in
IR. Then there exists C1 such that uniformly for Ixl < C 1q",

),) W2g, X )j),) W2
, x)

=g(X)+o(q,,/n){l +(/n W Ag;v)v-
2

dV}). ( 1.17)

In particular, (1.16) holds uniformly in any finite interval. If, further, g is
uniformly continuous in IR, then uniformly for Ixl < C 1q",

(1.18)

Together with the asymptotics of Nevai [18] for ),,,(~, x) and of
Sheen [20] for An(~' x), the above results yield asymptotics for
A,,(~ g, x) and A,,(~ g, x )~see Section 2. Using the results of
Bauldry [2], one may obtain other asymptotics. Further results related to
Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 appear in Knopfmacher [8].

Our next result has a "local" flavour: It assumes the existence of g" only
in a suitable interval.

THEOREM 1.4. Let g be positive in IR, and let it have a positive lower
bound and a finite upper bound in each finite interval. Let I be a closed boun
ded interval, and assume g' is absolutely continuous in I, while g" is bounded
in I. Let W 2 be a regular weight, and assume

Further, let

Ilog g(x)1 = o(Q(x», Ixl ....... 00. (1.19)

mn=q~(1 +max{llogg(x)l/(1 +x2
): Ixl ~ 160q,,}), (1.20)

and assume that

mn = o(n), n ....... 00. (1.21)

Then if J is a closed subinterval of fJ (the interior of I), we have, uniformly
in J,

An< W 2g, x)/()'n( W 2
, x) g(x» = 1+ O(mn/n). (1.22)

The number 160 in (1.20) can be replaced by a somewhat smaller (but
fixed positive) number. However, such a replacement would not substan
tially strengthen the above result. The conditions (1.19) to (1.21) allow g to
grow exponentially. For example, if W(x) = W4(x)=exp( -1/2x4

), so that
qn = (n/2) 1/4, then (1.19) and (1.21) hold if

g(x) = exp(0(x4 », Ixl ....... 00.
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However, since (1.20) and (1.21) require that qn=o(.;;z), Theorem 1.4
cannot be applied to W(x) = W2(x) = exp( - 1/2x2). Some results for this
weight are discussed in Section 3. By approximating continuous g by twice
differentiable g, we can prove the following corollary:

COROLLARY 1.5. Let g be positive in IR, and let it have a positive lower
bound and a finite upper bound in each finite interval. Let I be a closed
bounded interval, and assume that g is continuous in I. Let W2 be a regular
weight and assume that (1.19), (1.20), and (t.2 t) hold. Then if J is a closed
subinterval of fJ, we have, uniformly in J,

Following is a "global" version of Theorem 1.4:

THEOREM 1.6. Let g be positive in IR, and assume g' is absolutely
continuous in IR, while g" is bounded in each finite interval. Let W2 be a
regular weight and assume (t .19) holds. Let

mn= q~(t + max{ IOog g)"(x)l: Ixl ~ 160qn}), (1.23 )

n = 1, 2, 3, ..., and assume that (1.2 t) holds. Then there exists C t > 0 such
that (1.22) holds uniformly for Ixl ~ Ctqn'

One might expect that the range Ixl ~ C t qn should really be
Ixl~(t-8)Xnl(W2), where 8>0 is arbitrary, and xnt (W

2) is the largest
zero of p) W 2

; x). However, we cannot at present prove this even for
W = Wm' m = 8, to, 12, .... The problem is that one needs the relation

and at present this is known only for W4 and W 6 (Nevai [18J,
Sheen [20J).

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we prove Theorems 1.2
and Corollary 1.3, and state asymptotic results for An (~ g, x) and
An (~ g, x). In Section 3, we prove Theorems t.4 and 1.6 and discuss some
related results for the Hermite weight.

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2.

As discussed in the Introduction, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on a
convergence theorem for certain linear operators. In order to introduce
these operators, we need some notation. Throughout, W 2 is a regular
weight, and {Pn(x)} = {Pn( W2; x)} denote the orthonormal polynomials
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associated with W2
• Further, Y" = Y,,( W2

) >°denotes the leading coefficient
of p,,( W2

; x) and we let

11-1

K,,(x, y) = K,,(W2
; x, y) = L Pk(W2

; x) Pk(W2
; y)

k~O

(2.1 )

= y,,~ ,( W2
) {P,,( W2; x) Pn~ ,( W2; y) - p,,( W

2
; y) Pn- ,( W

2
; X)}.

y,,(W2
) x- y

(2.2)

In [7], Knopfmacher introduced and investigated a general class of con
tinuous linear operators ~n. p' P E [0, (0), given by

In the special case P = 2, it was shown in [7, Lemma 3.2(b)] that

~".2[f](X)=A,,(W2,x)r:.c f(t)(K,,(x,t))2 W2(t)dt, (2.4)
- 00

and this is the operator ~n( W2
, f, x) introduced by Nevai in [17]. In this

section, we extend the convergence results in [7] for G".2 and then use
these to prove Theorem 1.2.

LEMMA 2.1. Let W2(x) satisfy the explicit assumptions in Definition 1.1.

(i) There exists C, such that uniformly for Ixl::::; C,qn'

(2.5)

(ii) y,,_ dy,,::::; C2 qn, n = 1,2,3, .... (2.6)

(iii) /fin addition (1.9) holds, then (here exists C3 such that uniformly
for ixl, itl::::; C3 q",

IK,,(x, t) W(x) W(t)l::::; C4/(lx - tl + q,,/n). (2.7)

(iv) There exists C such that

(2.8 )

(2.9)

Proof (i) See Freud [6, Lemmas 2.5 and 4.2] or Lubinsky [13].

(ii) See Freud [5, Lemma 2.7].

(iii) See Knopfmacher [7, Lemma 4.10].
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(iv) For the upper bound on q", see Knopfmacher [7, Lemma 4.2g].
For the lower bound, see Lubinsky [12, Lemma 7(viii)].

(v) First, one may extend the definition of q" from integral to
nonintegral n: Define qu to be the positive root of the equation

It is shown in [12, Lemma 7(iii)] that

U E (0, C1J).

qjqu = 1/{uT(qJ},

where

u>O, (2.10)

T(v) = I + vQ"(v)/Q'(v), V E (0, 00). (2.11 )

Then if n~ m ~ 1,

1~qn+m/qn=exp(r+m q~/qudU)

~ exp ( C7 r+
m

dU/U) (by (1.6), (2.10), and (2.11))

=exp(C7 10g(l +m/n))~ 1+C6 m/n. I

THEOREM 2.2. (Convergence of -:§" 2)' Let f be a measurable function,
finite valued in IR. Assume further, that there exists f3 E [0, 2] such that

A = sup{ If(x) - f(t)l/Ix - tiP: Ix - tl ~ 1, x, t E IR} < 00. (2.12)

Let {Tn} be given by (1.13). Then there exists C 1 such that uniformly for
Ixl ~ Ctq",

I-:§", 2[fJ(X) - f(x)1 ~ C2(q,,/n) {Tn +r wAf; v) v- 2dV}. (2.13)
qn/n

Proof Now by (2.4) and as [7, Lemma 3.2(c)], -:§",2[1] == 1, we see that

I-:§", 2[fJ(X) - f(x)1 = A,,( W2, x)

x If~oo (f(t) - f(x)) ~(x, t) W2(t) dtl

~{t-ll~l +t-ll>l + t;'CNJ
III ~CNn

For convenience, let us denote the integrals in { } by .E~, .E~, and .E~,
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respectively. First, by Lemma 2.1(i) and (iii), there exists C\ such that
uniformly for Ixl ~ C\ qn'

1"1 ~ C3 f (qn/n)lf(t) - f(x)I/(lx - tl + qn/n)2 dt
Ix -II';; \

(2.15 )

as wAf; v) is nondecreasing. Next, if C2 is small enough, and Ixl < C I qn'

Lemma 2.1 (i) and (iii) show that

r; ~ C3(qn/n) f If(x) - f(t)I/lx - tl 2dt
Ix- II > \
III,;; L2qn

~ C3A(qn/n)L Ix- tl /l -
2dt

~ C(qn/n) Tn, (2.16)

by (2.12), and the definition (1.13) of {Tn}, and since Lemma 2.1 (iv) shows
that log qn ~ log n. Finally, we must estimate r;. First note that from (1.9),
(2.2), and (2.6), we have for Ixl ~ C\qn, and for all tE~,

!Kn(x, t)1 2~ (C4q~/2 W-1(x){ !Pn(t)! + IPn _ j(t)! }/!x - tl f
~ Csqn W-2(X){p~(t) + P~_l(t) }/(x - tf (2.17)

Thus for Ixl ~ Cjq,,, with C\ < C2,

r; ~ C(q~/n)f If(t) - f(x)1
III> LNn

X {p~(t) + P~_l(t)} W2(t)/(x - tf dt

~C(q~/n)Aq~-2 foo {p~(t)+P~_j(t)} W2(t)dt
- ex)

= 2C(qjn) Aq~-l, (2.18)

by (2.12) and orthonormality. Since (1.13) shows that

n large enough,

(2.14) to (2.18) yield (2.13). I

We note that the rate of convergence of <;§n.2 above is, in general, best
possible (Knopfmacher [8, Theorem 5.5]). For the purposes of the follow
ing lemma, a function w(x) is a weight, if it is nonnegative and measurable,
and {x: w(x) > O} has positive measure, while all moments of ware finite.
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LEMMA 2.3. Let g ~ O. Let W2 be a regular weight. If W2g is a weight,
then

If also W2g - I is a weight, then

XE IR.

XE IR.

(2.19 )

(2.20)

Proof See Theorem 6.2.3 in Nevai [17, p.76]. I
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall apply Theorem 2.2 to g and g - I. In

view of(1.11) and (1.12), both f=g and j=g-I satisfy (2.12). By
Theorem 2.2 and (2.19),

AAW2g, X)/A n ( W2
, x)

~g(X)+C2(qn/n){Tn+rWAg;V)V-2dV}, (2.21)
qnln

uniformly for Ixl ~ C 1 qn- Further, by Theorem 2.2 and (2.20),

An ( W2g, x)/).AW2
, x)

~ {g-I(X) + C 2(qnin ){ Tn + (In wAg-I; v) v- 2dV}} -I

= g(x) {I +0(g(X)(qn/n) { Tn + (In wAg-I; v) v-
2

dV})}. (2.22)

This last step is valid even if the order term does not approach 0 uniformly
for Ixl ~ C 1qn' as n ~ 00, since then the right-hand side of (2.22) may be O.
The uniformity of (2.22) for Ixi ~ C I qn merely reflects the fact that the con
stant in the order term is independent of nand x. Now (1.15) follows easily
from (2.21) and (2.22). Finally, if g is continuous in a compact interval I,
then we see that uniformly for x E I,

lim (g-I(X) wAg; v) + g(x) wAg-I; v)) = 0,
v--o+

and then (1.15) implies (1.16). I
Proof of Corollary 1.3. As g and g-I are bounded, (1.11) and (1.12)

hold with f3 = O. Further, for x, y E IR,

Ig-I(X) - g-l(y)1 = Ig(y) - g(x)l/{g(x) g(y)}

~ CI g(y) - g(x)l·
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Thus wx (g-l;v):::;CwAg;v), and (1.17) follows from (1.15). If also g is
uniformly continuous in IR, then we may replace wA g; v) by w( g; v)
in (1.17). Then (1.18) follows easily. I

For exp( -x4/2) and exp( -x6/12), we can use results of Nevai [18] and
Sheen [20] to obtain precise asymptotics for An ( W2g, x):

THEOREM 2.4. Let g(x) be positive, measurable, and finite valued in IR
and assume there exists f3 E [0, 2] such that (1.11) and (1.12) are true. Let

and

¢I(x) = g(x) + g-l(X), XE IR, (2.23 )

v>o, xEIR. (2.24)

(i) Let W(x)=W4(x)=exp(-x4/2),xEIR,andlet

8 E [0, n]. (2.25)

Then there exists 0< Co < n/2 such that uniformly for 8 E [co, n - co] and
x = (4n/3 )1/4 cos 8,

An(~g, x)/{ (~g)(x)n- 3
/
4hi l(8)}

= 1+ 0 (n-
3

/
4

{Tn¢l(X) + LJ!4 t/J(x, v) v-
2

dV}). (2.26)

Here {Tn} is given by (1.13) with qn = (n/2) 1/4, n = 1, 2, ....

(ii) Let W(x)=W:!6(x)=exp(-x6/12),xEIR,andlet

8 E [0, n]. (2.27)

Then there exists °< Co < n/2 such that uniformly for It E [co, n - 1:0] and
X= (32n/5)1/6 cos 8,

An( W 2g, x)/{( W 2g)(x) n -- 5/6hil( It)}

= 1+ 0 (n-
5
/
6

{Tn¢I(X) + L5/6 t/J(x, v) v- 2 dV}). (2.28)

Here {Tn} isgivenby(1.13)withqn=(2n)I/6,n=I,2, ....

Proof (i) Nevai [18, Theorem 2] has shown that

n-3/4A;I(~,x) ~(x)= h l (8) + O(n -I),

640/52/3-5
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uniformly for x = (4nI3)1/4 cos 8, e~ 8 ~ n - e, and any fixed 0 < e < n12.
Then Theorem 1.2 yields the result, as tP(x) ~ 1, so n - I = O( (qnln ) Tn tP( x)).

(ii) This is an application of Theorem 2 in Sheen [20, Chap. 3],
which states that

uniformly for x=(32nI5)1/6cos8, e~8~n-e, and any fixed
0< e < n12. I

We remark that in the above result, one may replace "there exists
0< "0 < nl2 such that" by "for any 0 < eo < nI2." The reason for this is that
the relevant bounds on the orthonormal polynomials and Christoffel
functions hold uniformly for 8E [e, n-e], for any 0<,,<nI2. All that one
needs to do is keep track of the constants in Theorem 2.2.

Using the results of Bauldry [2], one may also obtain asymptotics for
An ( W2g, x), where W = exp( - Q) and Q is an arbitrary polynomial of
degree 4 with positive leading coefficient.

3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.4 AND 1.6

Freud's method of estimating Christoffel functions consists of
approximating a weight on one side by polynomials, with equality at one
point. We proceed with a modified form of the construction.

LEMMA 3.1. Let
1

S/(X) = L: xii}!,
i~O

Let 80 = 0.873. Then

max 11 - S/(x)leXI ~ C8&,
Ixl,,;I/4

1=0,1,2, ....

1= 0, 1, 2, 3, ....

(3.1 )

(3.2)

Proof We see that for large enough I,

max /1- S,(x)/ex
/ = max le- x f Xil}!1

Ixl ,,; 1/4 Ixl ,,; 1/4 i ~ 1+ 1

00

~ exp(l/4) L: (114 )il)!
i~/+ I

~exp(l/4)(l/4)'+I/(l+ I)!

00

x L: (l/4)i- I
-

1/{(l+2)(l+3)...j}
i~/+ 1
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~exp(l/4)(/e/(4(/+ 1»)'+1

x /- 1/2(1 - *) -1 (by Stirling's formula)

~exp(/a-Iog4+1})~e&. I

305

LEMMA 3.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4, and let J be a closed
subinterval of fJ. Then for each x E J, there exists polynomials Vn(u) and
Un( u) (depending on x) of degree at most C 1mn, such that for n = 1, 2, 3, ...,

and

Vn(x) = gl/2(X) = U,-; I(X), (3.3 )

uniformly for Iul ~ 160qno The constants C 1 and C2 are independent of x E J,
lui ~ 160qn' and n ~ 1, while 8 = 0.873 as in Lemma 3.1.

Proof Let

and for x E J, let

h(x) = log gl/2(X), XE IR, (3.5)

and

U E IR, (3.6)

uEIR, (3.7)

where S'(n) is given by (3.1), and l(n) and An ~ 1 will be chosen below.
First, (3.3) follows directly from (3.6) and (3.7). Next, for XEJ and

lui ~ 160qn'

Ih'(x)(u - x) ± An(u - xfl ~ C2qn + An(Cqn)2 ~ C)Anq;'.

Thus if

(3.8 )

Lemma 3.1 and (3.5) show that uniformly for XEJ and lui ~ 160qn'

gl/2(U)/Vn(u) = exp(h(u) - h(x) - h'(x)(u - x)

+ An(u - x)2)(1 + O(8'(n))) (3.9)

and

gl/2(U) Un(u) = exp(h(u) - h(x) - h'(x)(u - x)

- An(u - x)2)(1 + O(8'(n)). (3.10)

640/52/3·5 *
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Then (3.4) follows, and the proof of the lemma is complete, provided we
can choose An and I(n) (independent of x E J) to satisfy (3.8) and

and

mn :( I(n):( Cm n ,

Ih(u) - h(x) - h'(x)(u - x)1 :( An(u - X)2,

(3.11 )

lul:( 160qll' xEJ.

(3.12)

First, if XEJ and uEI, the existence and boundedness of g" (and hence h")
ensure the existence of ~ between u and x, such that

h(u) - h(x) - h'(u)(u - x) = h"(~)(u - x)2/2,

and then (3.12) is true for x E J and u E I, provided

A n ~ max { Ih" (v) I: v E I}. (3.13 )

Next, we consider x E J and u ¢ I. Since the distance d, say, from the
endpoints of J to those of I is positive, it is not difficult to see that

u¢ I, XEJ. (3.14 )

Then for XEJ and utI, but lul:( 160qn,

Ih(u) - h(x) - h'(x)(u - x)I/(u - X)2

:(C1h(u)I/O +u2)+ Ih(x)1 d- 2+ Ih'(x)1 d- I

(by (3.14) and choice of d)

:( (Cj2)l1og g(u )1/0 +u2) + C4 d - 2 + Csd- 2

by (3.5) and provided

An ~ (Cj2) max{ Ilog g(u)I/(1 + u2): lui ~ 160qn} + C4 d -2 + Csd -I.

(3.15 )

Thus we can choose An to satisfy (3.13) and (3.15), and in view of the
definition (1.20) of mn can then choose In to satisfy (3.8) and (3.11). I
Having completed the construction of the polynomials, we shall need two
more lemmas:
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LEMMA 3.3. Let W2 he a regular weight. Let {m(n)} he a given sequence
of positive integers with

m(n) = o(n), n -+ Xi. (3.16)

Then there exists C 1 such that uniformly for Ixl :::;; C j qn,

An+m(n)( W2, x)/)'n( W2, x) = 1+ O(m(n)/n),

Proof By (1.1 ),

n -+ Xi. (3.17)

l1±m(n)

W2(x){)'n~m(n)(W2,x)_),,;I(W2,x)}=± L: p}(W2;x) W2(x)
.1=11

(
n±.min). )= 0 L: qj-l ,

1= 11

uniformly for Ixl:::;;Clqn-min), by (1.9). In view of Lemma2.1(i) and (v),
we deduce that uniformly for Ixl :::;; C 1qn (some suitable C 1),

II - A.n±minj(W2, x)/A.n(W2, x)1 = O(m(n) qn- 1 An±min)(W2, x)/W2(x))

= O(m(n)/n). I

Finally, we need an infinite-finite range inequality. Unfortunately, the
inequality given in Lubinsky [II, Theorem A] is not sufficiently general for
our purposes, so we prove a suitable inequality using the method of [11].
More precise inequalities may be proved using the methods of potential
theory (Lubinsky [14], Mhaskar and Saff[15, 16]).

LEMMA 3.4. Let W( u) = exp( - Q( u)), where Q is even, and twice dif
ferentiahle in (0, (0). Assume further that

Qn(x)~O, X E (0,00), (3.18)

and that Q satisfies(l.4) and (1.6). Let G(u) he a function positive,
measurable, and bounded in each finite interval, with

log G(u) = o(Q(u)), lui -+ 00. (3.19 )

Let °< PI < 00. Then there exists 0 < 81 < 1 and C> 0 such that for every
polynomial P of degree at most n, and for all p E [PI, 00],

IIPWGII Lpi~):::;; (l + C871I/p IIPWGII Lpl-160qn, 160qn)' (3.20)

Proof For n = I, 2, 3, ... , let ~n denote a real number such that
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It is not difficult to see that

lim I~nl = 00.
n_ ex.

We claim that for large enough n,

(3.22)

In fact, (3.22) can be improved substantially, but is sufficient for our pur
poses. To prove (3.22), note first that given /; > 0, (3.19) shows that there
exists Uo > 0 with

W(u)' ~ G(u) ~ W(u)-"

As is well known, the root q2n of (1.8) satisfies

U E IR.

(3.23 )

(3.24 )

Then if n is large enough, (3.23) and (3.24) show that for lui ~ 2q2n,

G(u) W(u) un/ {G(q2n) W(q2n) q~n} ~ W(u) 1-I W(q2n) - 1- £ (U/q2n l"
~ W(q2nl 2£ (U/Q2nl"-2n(1 -I)

if n is large enough, as e> 0 is arbitrary. Here we have used the fact
[12, Lemma 7(vii)] that

lim sup Q(q2n)/n < C < 00. (3.25 )

It follows that if n is large enough and lui ~ 2q2n, then u #- ~n' and so the
right inequality in (3.22) is true. Next, if Uo~ lui ~ qn/2/2,

G(u) W(u) un/ {G(Qn/2) W(Q n/2) Q~/2}

~ W(U)I-" W(qn/2) I,; (U/Qn/2l"

~ W(Qn/2) -2£ (U/Qn/2l" (n/2)(I-,,)

~ e"Cn2 -(n/2)(1 + f-) <!

by the obvious analogues of (3.24) and (3.25). It follows that u #- ~ n and so
the left inequality in (3.22) is also valid.

Now let P be a polynomial of degree m ~ n, not identically zero, and
write H = 1~2nl and

m

P(u) = c TI (u- ui ),

i=1
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with c,i 0 and

Iuil ~ 20H, 1~ i ~j,

lu i l>20H, j<i~m.

Let 0 < r < 1/(4e). Then if Ixl ~ 20H, lui ~ H, and j < i ~ m,

I
x - U i I~ 1+ Ixl/(20H) ~ 2Ixl/(20H) ~ 21xl ,
U - Ui 1 -lul/(20H) 1 -1/(20) 19H

while if 1~ i ~ j,

I
x-U i ! 21xl
--~--

U-U i "'lu-uJ

Thus if Ixl ~ 20H, lui ~ H,

IP(x)/P(u)1 ~ (2Ixl/(19H))m- i (21xl Y(1]1 Iu - uil

~ (2Ixl/(rH))m ~ (2Ixl/(rHW,
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provided also that u!j; Y', where ,Cf' is open and has linear measure at most
4erH. Here we have used Cartan's lemma on small values of polynomials
(see, for example, Baker [1, p.174]). Then for Ixl ~20H, lui ~H, u!j;Y',

(
2IX1 )Jl IW(x)G(X)X2JlI

IP(x) W(x) G(x)1 ~ rH IP(u)1 W(~2Jl) G(~2Jl) ~~;:

(
~ )2Jl

X(WG)(~2") ;"

(
2H)Jl

~ rlxl IP(u)[ 2( WG)(~2")'

by (3.21). Now by (3.18), Q' is nondecreasing, so

Q(2v)-Q(v)= t' Q'(u)du~rQ'(u)du=Q(v)-Q(O),
(! 0

and consequently

(3.26 )

Q(2v) ~ 2Q(v)(1 + 0(1 )), Ivl -> 00.
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Then if Uo~ lui ~ H/2, (1.4) and (3.23) show that

(WG)(~2n)/(WG)(u) ~ exp(Q(u)(1 + e) - Q(~2n)(1 -e))

~ exp(Q( ~2n12)( 1+ e) - Q( ~2n/2) 2(1 - e)( 1 + 0(1 )))

~ 1, (3.27)

if n is large enough. Let

j( = [-H/2, H/2]\(f/' u [-uo, uo]).

Then

meas A ~ H( 1- 4er) - 2uo

(3.28 )

if n is large enough. Then if Ixl ~20H and UL#, (3.26) and (3.27) show
that

IP(x) W(x) G(x)1 ~ (2H/(rlxl))" 2IP(u) W(u) G(u)l,

and by (3.28), for any P> 0,

IP(x) W(x) G(x)IP ~ (2H/(rlxl ))nP 2Pf IP(u) W(u) G(uW du/(C1H),
.If

and so integrating with respect to Ixl from 20H to 00,

GXI ;,20H IP(x) W(x) G(x)IP dxriP

~2(f~:/2IP(U)W(U)G(U)lPdur
IP

(lOr)-n((40/C 1 )/(np-l))IIP.

Let 8 1 = (10r)-1 < 1 if 1/10 < r < 1/(4e). Now by (3.22),

since (1.8) shows that

Hence for PI ~ P < 00 and n ~ n1(pd, we have

IIPWGII Lp(lxl;' 160qn) ~ 287(20/C I )IIPWGII Lp[ -4qn. 4qn]

for all polynomials P of degree ~ n. Since the constants in this last
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inequality are independent of p, we can let p ~ 00, so that it also holds for
p = 00. Then (3.20) follows, possibly with a larger el < 1. I

We remark that when G -= 1, Theorem A in [11, p. 264] shows that we
may replace 160qn in (3.20) by llq2n, and hence by 22qll" We shall need
this in the

Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let J be a closed subinterval of fJ, and let Vn

and Un be the polynomials constructed in Lemma 3.2. We may assume
they have degree at most m n , so that C I = 1. Now for xEJ, (3.3) and (3.4)
show that

f
160qn

X inf (PVn W)2 (u) du/(PV,Y (x)
deg(P)<:;n ) -160qn

~ (l + O(emn ))(1 + O(e7)) g(x)

X deg(p)~~~mn I f~xo (PW)2 (u) du/p
2
(x),

since n + mn= n(1 + 0(1)) for large n, and 160qn ~ 22qn+m
n

for large enough
n, by Lemma 2.1 (v). Then, by Lemma 3.3, uniformly for x E J, and for n
large enough,

An( W2g, x) ~ (1 + O(n- I
)) g(x) An+mJ W2, x)

~ (1 + O(mn/n)) g(x) An( W2
, x). (3.29)

Next, by Lemma 3.4 with G = g1/2, and by (3.3) and (3.4),

}'n( W2g, x):( (1 +0(87))

f
160qn

X deg)~L-I -160qn (PW)2 (u) g(u) du/P
2
(x)

:( (1 + 0(81))(1 + 0(8mn )) g(x)

f
160qn

X inf (PI W)2 (u) du/Pr(x),
deg( PI) <:; n - m n - 1 - 160qn
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where we have set P=PjUn. We deduce that uniformly for xEJ, and n
large enough,

)"n( W2g, x),;:;; (1 +O(n ~ j» g(xPn-mJ W2, x)

,;:;; (1 + O(mn/n» g(x) An(W
2, x),

by Lemma 3.3. I
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Let J be a closed subinterval of fl, and let s> O.

It is easy to see that we can find a function g j (x), twice continuously dif
ferentiable and positive in I, such that

(3.30)

and such that gj(x)=g(x), x¢I. In fact, Weierstrass' theorem shows that
we may choose g j to be a polynomial in I. Then applying Theorem 1.4 to
g t, we see there exists n 1 such that for n ~ n I' and for all x E J,

Then (3.30) and the monotonicity of An (·, x) in the weight shows that for
n ~ n j and XEJ,

'U W2g,x)/(,U W2,x) g(x»,;:;; (1 +s)An( W2g l , X)/(An(W2,x) gl(x»(gt/g)(x)

';:;;(1+S)2(1-S)-I.

Similarly, we obtain a lower bound. I
We shall briefly outline the proof of Theorem 1.6. Following is the

analogue of Lemma 3.2:

LEMMA 3.5. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6. Then for each x such
that Ixl ,;:;; l60qn, there exists polynomials Vn(u) and Un(u) (depending on x)
of degree at most Cjmn, such that for n= 1, 2, 3, ..., (3.3) and (3.4) hold
uniformly for lui';:;; l60qno The constants C J and C2 are independent of nand
lxi, lui ~ l60q,,, while e= 0.873.

Proof Define h, Vn, and Un by (3.5), (3,6), and (3.7), where we will
choose l(n) and An below. First (3.3) follows from (3.6) and (3.7). Next, for
Ixl ,;:;; l60qn,

Ih'(x)1 ~ Ih'(O)1 + If h"(u) dul

~ Cqn max {I (log g)" (x)l: Ixl ~ 160qn}
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say, and hence for lxi, lui::;; 160q,p

Ih'(x)(u - x) ± An(u - x)21 ::;; Cq~(Bn + An)'

Thus if
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(3.31 )

Lemma 3.1 and (3.5) show that uniformly for lxi, lui::;; 160qn, both (3.9)
and (3.10) hold. Then (3.4) follows and the proof of the lemma is complete,
provided we can choose An and I(n) (independent of Ixl::;; 160qn) to
satisfy (3.31) and

mn:::; I(n):::; Cml/

and

Ih(u) - h(x) - h'(x)(u - x)21 :::; AI/(u - X)2,

But there exists v between u and x such that

(3.32)

14 lui:::; 160q/l" (3.33)

h(u) - h(x) - h'(x)(u - X)2 = h"(v )(u - x)2/2,

and so (3.33) is satisfied if

An ~ B,J2 = max {Ih"(v )1/2: Ivl :::; 160qn}' (3.34 )

In view of the definition (1.23) of mn' we can clearly choose An to
satisfy (3.34) and I(n) to satisfy (3.31) and (3.32). I

The proof of Theorem 1.6 is very similar to that of Theorem 1.4~merely

substitute Lemma 3.5 for Lemma 3.2.
As discussed in the Introduction, Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 do not apply to

W(x) = W2(x) = exp( - x2/2), since they require qn= o(~). Suppose now
that g is positive and finite valued in IR, and that there exist polynomials
VI/( u) and Un ( u) of degree In with

where

Ixl::;; l60qn = 160~,

n-x
and lim Inln = O.

11-' X

Proceedin9--along the lines of Theorem 1.4, we easily see that uniformly for
Ixl :::; c, y'n (some Cd,

An(~g, x)/Pn(~, x) g(x)} = 1 + O(bn) + OUnln).

For example, if g(x)=exp(ax+b), we may choose In-~ and bn= (}'2,
some 0 < (}2 < 1.
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Note added in proof Since completion of this paper in early 1985, there have been
several relevant developments. For example, the estimates for Christoffel functions for
Ixl :s; (1 - E) Xnl( W 2

) alluded to after Theorem 1.6 have been established (D. Lubinsky and
E. B. Saff, Uniform and mean approximation by certain weighted polynomials, Constr.

Approx., to appear). Hence, if (1.9) holds for Ixl:S; (I -I;) Xnl( W 2
), any 0 < E < I, so

also do Theorems 1.2 to 1.6, rather than just for Ixl:s; Cqn' some C. In particular, this is
valid for W",(x) = exp( - x"'/2), m = 2, 4, 6, ....
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